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artnet CEO Jacob Pabst: "artnet intends to remain independent!" 

 

 The Board of Directors and Supervisory Board recommend that shareholders do not 

accept the offer made by Redline Capital Management S.A. 

 In their opinion the offer is not in the best interests of artnet AG shareholders. The 

purchase consideration offered by Redline Management Capital S.A. of EUR 6.40 per 

share represents the minimum price required by law. An additional takeover premium 

has not been offered to artnet shareholders.  

 The Board of Directors and Supervisory Board consider this offer to be “unreasonable.” 

 

Berlin, September 26, 2012—Jacob Pabst, new chairman of the artnet AG Board of Directors, along 

with the Supervisory Board and artnet founder Hans Neuendorf, continues to fight for the 

independence of the company. “The art market is in a state of upheaval. In the same way as in 

other sectors, a large slice of the classic offline business is migrating to the Internet. As ‘first mover’ 

in this trend, artnet has assumed a leading role and now sets the standard,” according to Pabst. He 

therefore sees no benefit in a takeover by Redline: “The shares are clearly undervalued. We shall 

further strengthen our position as the market leader in online art auctions over the coming years 

and increase our turnover. Our shareholders will benefit significantly more from this than from the 

takeover offer,” says Pabst. 

Following extensive evaluation and consideration of the circumstances, the Board of Directors and 

Supervisory Board recommend that artnet shareholders do not accept the takeover offer made by 

Redline Capital Management S.A. “The offer price does not sufficiently reflect the current position, in 

particular in view of the investments made over the past years and the associated growth prospects 

for the artnet group,” comments Pabst. The stock price over the past three months before the 

takeover offer was made to artnet shareholders is, in the opinion of the Board of Directors and 

Supervisory Board, only of limited value when forecasting the future stock market performance of 

artnet shares. Over the coming years, artnet is planning to expand its successful business areas, 

such as the artnet Analytics Reports and artnet Auctions. Artworks are continuously being sold 

via the auction platform; and additional special auctions are also taking place. For instance, the 

current focus is the China Now: Contemporary Art auction (continuing until September 26), which 

showcases Chinese Contemporary Art. With the new Analytics Reports product, interested 

observers of the art world can comprehensively analyse and review the individual value trends 

attributable to the most important artists, groups of artists, and styles, and they can then compare 

these with financial indices, such as the DAX or the Dow Jones.  

“Our Analytics Reports product offers by far the most powerful analysis instrument available to the 

art market. Our potential growth is great. That’s why it’s right to decline this takeover attempt and 

continue as an independent company,” explains Pabst. 

 

http://www.artnet.com/
https://www.artnet.com/analytics/reports/
http://www.artnet.com/auctions/
https://www.artnet.com/analytics/reports/
https://www.artnet.com/analytics/reports/
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About artnet:  

artnet is the leading resource for the international art market. Online since 1995, artnet is host to 

approximately 2 million visitors each month and provides reliable information and market transparency to art 

collectors, gallerists, museums, and investors alike. 
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